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FOREWORD

The following study of Choctaw music was conducted in January

1933, as part of a survey of Indian music in the Gulf States, made
possible by a grant-in-aid from the National Research Council. A
certain peculiarity had been observed in songs of the Yuma of south-

em Arizona, the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico, the Seminole of

Florida, and the Tule Indians of Panama. The purpose of the survey

was to ascertain whether this peculiarity was present in the songs

of other tribes in the South. This purpose was fulfilled by the dis-

covery of this peculiarity in songs of the Choctaw living near the

Choctaw Indian Agency at Philadelphia, Miss. No trace of the pecu-

liarity was found in songs of the Alabama in Texas, and no songs

remained among the Chitimacha of Louisiana. On leaving Missis-

sippi, the research was resumed among the Seminole near Lake Okee-

chobee in Florida. On this extended trip the writer had the helpful

companionship of her sister, Margaret Densmore.

The Choctaw represent a group of Indians whose music has not

previously been studied by the writer and their songs are valuable

for comparison with songs collected in other regions and contained in

former publications.^

Grateful acknowledgment is made to the National Research Coun-

cil for the opportunity of making this research.

Frances Densmore.

iSee bibliography (Densmore, 1910, 1913, 1918, 1922, 1923. 1926, 1928, 1929, 1929 a,

1929 b, 1932, 1932 a, 1936, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1942).
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LIST OF SONGS

1. Abranged in Order of Serial Numbers

War Songs
Serial No. Catalog No. Page

Warsong 2208 124

"Begging for gunpowder" song 2366 125

"I am going" 2367 125

"Slacker song" 2368 126

Victory song 2369 127

Songs With G.\mes

6. Song for success in the ball game 2263 131

(DupUcate of No. 6) 2266 131

7. Bullet game song (a) 2202 133

8. Bullet game song (b) 2270 134

9. Bullet game song (c) 2371 134

Tick Dance Songs

Tick dance song (a) 2200 136

Tick dance song (b) . 2201 137

Tick dance song (c) 2210 138

Tick dance song (d) 2215 139

Tick dance song (e) 2357 140

Tick dance song (f) 2358 140

Tick dance song (g) 2370 141

Tick dance song (h) 2374 141

Tick dance song (i) 2375 142

Tick dance song (j) 2376 142

Tick dance song (k) 2352 143

Drunken-man Dance Songs

Drunken-man dance song (a) 2355 144

Drunken-man dance song (b) 2363 144

Drunken-man dance song (c) 2364 145

Drunken-man dance song (d) 2365 146

Drunken-man dance song (e) 2379 147

Drunken-man dance song (f).. 2380 148

Drunken-man dance song (g) 2381 148

Drunken-man dance song (h) 2382 148

Duck Dance Songs

29. Duck dance song (a) 2203 150

30. Duck dance song (b) 2269 151
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1. Arranged in Order of Serial Numbers—Continued

Snake Dance Songs
Serial No. Catalog No. Page

31. Snake dance song (a) 2204 152

32. Snake dance song (b) 2373 153

Steal-partner Dance Songs

33. Steal-partner dance song (a) 2377 154

34. Steal-partner dance song (b) 2359 154

35. Steal-partner dance song (c) 2378 155

36. Steal-partner dance song (d) 2360 155

37. Steal-partner dance song (e) 2361 155

38. Steal-partner dance song (f) 2362 156

39. Steal-partner dance song (g) 2205 157

Bear Dance Songs

40. Bear dance song (a) 2192

41. Bear dance song (b) 2264

42. Bear dance song (c) 2267

43. Bear dance song (d) 2268

Stomp Dance Songs

44. Stomp dance song (a) 2194

45. Stomp dance song (b) 2195

46. Stomp dance song (c) 2196

47. Stomp dance song (d) 2197

48. Stomp dance song (e) 2198

49. Stomp dance song (f) 2199

50. Stomp dance song (g) 221

1

51. Stomp dance song (h) 2216

(Repetition of No. 51) 2216

52. Stomp dance song (i) 2271

(Repetition of No. 52) 2271

63. Stomp dance song (j) 2372

64. Stomp dance song (k) 2354

65. Stomp dance song (1) 2353

66. Backward-and-forw ard dance song 2206

Miscellaneous Dance Songs

57. Terrapin dance song (a) 2207

58. Terrapin dance song (b) 2356

59. Quail dance song 2265

60. Turkey dance song 2209

61. Chicken dance song . 2193

62. Pleasure dance song 2214

Hunting Song

63. Hunting song 2272 177

Songs Connected With Pastimes

64. "Rabbit in the garden" 2212 179

65. A dog chases a raccoon 2213 180
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2. Arranged in Order of Catalog Numbers

109

Title of song

Bear dance song (a)

Chicken dance song

Stomp dance song (a)

Stomp dance song (b)

Stomp dance song (c)

Stomp dance song (d)

Stomp dance song (e)

Stomp dance song (f)

Tick dance song (a)

Tick dance song (b)

Bullet game song (a)

Duck dance song (a)

Snake dance song (a)

Steal-partner dance song (g)

Backward-and-forward dance song.
Terrapin dance song (a)

War song

Turkey dance song

Tick dance song (c)

Stomp dance song (g)

"Rabbit in the garden"

A dog chases a raccoon

Pleasure Dance
Tick dance song (d)

Stomp dance song (h)

(Repetition of 2216)

Song for success in the ball game_ _

Bear dance song (b)

Quail dance song

Duplicate of No. 2263

Bear dance song (c)

Bear dance song (d)

Duck dance song (b)

Bullet game song (b)

Stomp dance song (i)

(Repetition of No. 2271)

Hunting song

Tick dance song (k)

Stomp dance song (1)

Stomp dance song (k)

Drunken-man dance song (a)

Terrapin dance song (b)

Tick dance song (e)

Tick dance song (f)

Steal-partner dance song (b)

Steal-partner dance song (d)

Steal-partner dance song (e)

Name of singer

Sidney Wesley.

do

do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

-do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

do

do

Robert Henry.

do

do

Gus Willis.

do

.do.

.do.

-do.

do

do

Lysander Tubby.
Olman Comby.

.

do

Robert Henry.

do.

do

Lysander Tubby.
do

do

do

do

Serial

No.

40

61

44

45

46

47

48

49

10

11

7

29

31

39

56

57

1

60

12

50

64

65

62

13

51

6

41

59

42

43

30

8

52

63

20

55

54

21

58

14

15

34

36

37
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2. Arranged in Order of Catalog Numbers—Continued

Catalog
No.

Title of song Name of singer
Serial

No.

2362

2363

2364

2365

2366

2367

2368

2369

2370

2371

2372

2373

2374

2375

2376

2377

2378

2379

2380

2381

2382

2383

Steal-partner dance song (f)

Drunken-man dance song (b)._

Drunken-man dance song (c)...

Drunken-man dance song (d)._

"Begging for gunpowder" song.

"I am going"

"Slacker song"

Victory song

Tick dance song (g)

Bullet game song (c)

Stomp dance song (j)

Snake dance song (b)

Tick dance song (h)'

Tick dance song (i)'

Tick dance song (j)'

Steal-partner dance song (a)L-.

Steal-partner dance song (c)'

Drunken-man dance song (e)L.

Drunken-man dance song (f)'..

Drunken-man dance song (g)-..

Drunken-man dance song (h)__.

Whistle melody

Lysander Tubby.
do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

do.

do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

do

Robert Henry.

38

22

23

24

2

3

4

5

16

9

53

32

17

18

19

33

35

25

26

27

28

156

144

145

146

125

125

126

127

141

134

170

153

141

142

142

154

155

147

148

148

148

130

« Gus Willis joined in the singing of this song.



NAMES OF SINGERS AND NUMBER OF SONGS TRANSCRIBED,
EXCLUSIVE OF DUPLICATES

Lysander Tubby 27

Sidney Wesley^ 25

Robert Henry 6

Gus Willis 5

Olman Comby 2

Total _ 65

CHARACTERIZATION OF SINGERS AND PLACES WHERE SONGS WERE
RECORDED

^

Sidney Wesley* (pi. 10, fig. 1) treats the sick by means of herbs. His hair

is white and rather long and he called attention to it as an evidence that he is

a doctor. The interpreter stated that his hair was purposely disarranged,

according to his regular custom. Although commonly known as Doctor Wesley,

he has a Choctaw name given him when a child. In explaining his Choctaw
name (see p. 112), the interpreter said, "It means that if anything like game is

to be killed, the owner of this name kills it himself instead of leaving the work
to be done by someone else." His independence and self-reliance are in accord

with his name. Wesley was not asked to record his singing with the sick. He
said it is "like praying," and that he never heard of prayer to a "spirit-animal,"

which is customary in certain other tribes. He said, "The chief tells the doctor

to help the sick person." Sidney Wesley lives near the Government Day School

at Tucker, 7 miles south of Philadelphia, Miss., and his songs were recorded

in the house of his neighbor and friend, Mary Hickman^* (pi. 10, fig. 2). He was
a particularly pleasant man to work with, and his use of English was suflScient

for the simpler phases of the work.

Lysander Tubby (pi. 11, fig. 1) is a much younger man than Wesley and learned

the Choctaw songs from an older brother. He lives across the road and a short

distance from the Pearl River Day School, which is 8 miles west of Philadelphia.

Many dances are held in that locality and Tubby is the leader of the singers. A
portion of his songs were recorded in the Pearl River School and a portion were

recorded in the oflBce of the United States Indian agent at Philadelphia, whose
courtesy is gratefully acknowledged.

Robert Henry*" (pi. 20, fig. 2) resides in a different part of the reservation, his

home being in Bogue Chitto village, about 14 miles northwest of Philadelphia.

Henry takes part in the ceremonial ball game and is considered the best authority

on the magic connected with it. Songs were recorded in his house, including a

song for success in the game, and the playing of the whistles used before and
during the game to bring success.

» Died May 5, 1937.
'» Died August 25, 1934.
2«» Died December 18, 1940. f-|
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Gus Willis is a prominent member of tlie older group in the tribe and lives at

Pearl River. Dances are often held at his house and he leads the singing on

these occasions. His Choctavp name is Lo'vpintc, the meaning of vphich is not

knovpn. In addition to songs that he sang alone, he recorded songs with Lysander

Tubby to show the manner in which other singers join the leader of the singing.

His songs were recorded at the Pearl River Day School,

Olman Comby (pi. 11, fig. 2) is a native policeman at the agency and is 40 years

of age. He acted as interpreter throughout the work and recorded a limited

number of songs at the agency office, when Lysander Tubby's songs were being

recorded. He also supplied information on various tribal customs.

SPECIAL SIGNS USED IN TRANSCRIPTION OF SONGS

1 placed above a series of notes indicates that they constitute a
I I

rhythmic unit.

+ placed above a note indicates that the tone is sung slightly less than a

semitone higher than the diatonic pitch, in all renditions of the song.

— placed above a note indicates that the tone is sung slightly less than a
semitone lower than the diatonic pitch, in all renditions of the song.

.) placed above a note or rest shows that the tone or rest is given less than

the indicated time.

BRIEF LIST OF WORDS USED BY THE CHOCTAW OP MISSISSIPPI

These words were noted down as pronounced by the Indians. The corrected

spelling and the analysis of doubtful words were supplied by Dr. John R. Swanton,

whose cooperation is gratefully acknowledged. The cross I (the Polish 1) is

a surd I, which approximates English thl and is sometimes so rendered.

Names of Persons

American name

Sidney Wesley

Mary Hickman

Indian name

LapIn' tabe' se' ihoke'.

Ato' baa' ntci..

Meaning

Commonly translated, "Kills it him-

self." This word has in it Ilapin-

tabi, perhaps with the suflHx -achi,

which may mean "he himself killed

it." Ihoke' seems to mean "it is

so," hoke being a form of oke from
which some think our O. K. is

derived. This word is not entirely

clear.

Commonly translated, "putting it

back." It may be itabanchi or

itabananchi, "to put together,"

or it may contain atoba, "to make
of," or "where a thing is made,"
and anchi, "to put a robe on."
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Musical Instruments

O'skula Whistle.

Alepa chito Big drum.
Itl' mobAbe' (may be Itimaboa also pronounced

Itimola be) "Striking things together."

striking sticks.

Danceb

Hila A dance, or "to dance."

Hila tolupli Stomp dance.

Shatanni hila Tick dance.

Tinsanale hila (perhaps from Choctaw iti°

shanali, to turn or twist around one another).. Drunken-man dance.

Sinti hila Snake dance.

Kofi hila Quail dance.

Itimolevi (should perhaps be Itimilaueli) Steal-partner dance.

Taloa Song.





CHOCTAW MUSIC

By Frances Densmore

THE CHOCTAW TRIBE

The earliest mention of the Choctaw tribe is in the De Soto nar-

ratives.^ In his march down the Alabama Valley in 1540, De Soto

took captive "the giant Tascalusa," chief of the Mobile tribe, which

was closely related to the Choctaw. Later he passed through some

of the eastern towns of the Choctaw Indians on the Black Warrior

River.

The Choctaw are a Muskhogean tribe whose early home was in

southeastern Mississippi and southwestern Alabama. They were

mainly an agricultural people when the white man came, and their

wars were usually defensive.

The French entered this region at tiie very end of the seventeenth

century and established colonies at Mobile, Biloxi, and New Orleans.

Concerning the population of the Choctaw tribe, Dr. J. R. Swanton

(1922, pp. 450, 451, 454) says, "It would seem from the figures given

us by travelers and officials that during the eighteenth century the

tribe had a population of about 15,000."

Friendly relations with the French were established and the Choc-

taw helped the French in their wars on other tribes. In the war

against the Natchez in 1730, a large body of Choctaw warriors served

under a French officer. This friendly relationship continued until

the English traders succeeded in winning some of the eastern Choctaw

villages. War followed between the Choctaw who were friendly to

the English and those who remained loyal to the French, this war

continuing until 1763. In that year, the French surrendered their

possessions in the United States to Great Britain, and members of

the Choctaw tribe continued to move across the Mississippi River

into Louisiana.

The English authorities in the southern colonies made two or three

treaties with Indians in that region, fixing boundaries that were

* For material regarding the social and ceremonial life of the Choctaws, including salient

facts of their history, see Swanton (1922, 1931).
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referred to in treaties made later with the United States. The jfirst

of these is "a treaty between Great Britain and the Chickasaw and

Choctaw Indians," made at Mobile, March 26, 1765. Article 5 of

this treaty is, in part,

to prevent all disputes on account of encroachments, or supposed encroach-

ments, committed by the English inhabitants of this or any other of His Majesty's

Provinces, on the lands or hunting grounds reserved and claimed by the

Chickasaw and Choctaw^ Indians^, and that no mistakes, doubts or disputes, may,

for the future, arise thereupon, in consideration of the great marks of friend-

ship, benevolence and clemency, extended to us, the said Chickasavv^ and Choctaw
Indians, by His Majesty King George the Third, we, the chiefs and head

warriors, distinguished by great and small medals, and gorgets, and bearing

His Majesty's commissions as Chiefs and leaders of our respective nations . . .

do hereby agree, that, for the future, the boundary be settled by a line extended

from Gross Point, in the island of Mount Louis ... to the mouth of the eastern

branch of the Tombecbee River . . .

The exact boimdaries are apart from present interest, but the article

closes with the statement that "none of His Majesty's subjects shall

be permitted to settle on Tombechee River to the northward of the

rivulet called Centebonck" (Thomas in Royce, 1899, pp. 559, 560).

The first treaty between the Government of the United States and

the Choctaw Indians was concluded at Hopewell, S. C, January 3,

1786 (Royce 1899, p. 650). By this treaty the boundaries of certain

lands were designated, "the Choctaw nation to live and hunt" within

these boundaries. More important was the famous treaty of Dancing
Rabbit Creek, September 27-28, 1830, by which all Choctaw, except

those who chose to become citizens of the United States, were to sur-

render their lands east of the Mississippi and to accept in place of

them a new Reservation in what is now the State of Oklahoma. The
greater part removed soon afterward, but a considerable body, the

"Mississippi Choctaw," refused to emigrate, and their descendants

remain in their old country to the present day.

The Mississippi Choctaw numbered 2,255 in 1904, 1,162 in 1910, and
1,253 in 1916-19. Harvey K. Meyer, superintendent of the Choctaw
Indian Agency at Philadelphia, Miss., states (correspondence Decem-
ber 21, 1939) : "When the census for this jurisdiction was compiled

in January of the calendar year, a total of 1,974 were then enrolled

as eligible Ohoctaws."

At the present time (1933), many of the Choctaw continue to wear a

distinctive costume, evidently influenced by early white settlers.

Maggie Billie (pi. 12, fig. 1) is an expert basket maker, and wears

this costume when she comes to town. Her dress, apron, woven
bead collar, and fancy comb are shown in plates 12 and 13. The
latter is made from an ordinary "round comb"; the white orna-

mentation is cut from a man's celluloid collar and the beadwork is

on a stiffened band of dark cloth. The costume of little girls is
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similar to that of the women (pi. 14). A head band of pierced silver

was formerly worn by the men (pi. 15, fig. 1). At present (1933),

the typical costume of a man includes a white shirt opened in the

back and having a white bosom that is round at the lower edge.

With this is worn a flat collar of woven beadwork (pi. 15, fig. 2)

and a necklace consisting of many strings of small beads (pi. 18,

fig.l).

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Sinking sticks.—The only instrument used by the Mississippi Choc-

taw in accompanying their songs is a pair of striking sticks. These

are made when needed, and those made by Sidney Wesley were about

10 inches long. The sticks are not round, but slightly flattened on

two sides, affording suitable surfaces for striking together. This

form of percussion is not common among the Indians but was noted

among the Menominee in connection with "magic power." *

Drum.—Each medicine man at a ball game carried a drum, beating

upon it during the game, Robert Henry, Sidney Wesley, and Gus
Willis said that, within their knowledge, the drum has been used at no

other time by the Mississippi Choctaw, The instrument is a small

hand drum. Evidently this was in general use at an earlier time, as

a missionary wrote, "The ancient Choctaw, in all his solemn cere-

monies, as well as amusements and merrymakings, did not depend

upon the jarring tones of the diminutive drum as he did upon his

own voice" (Cushman, 1899). The same authority mentions a drum
made from the trunk of a tree.

The Choctaw at Bayou Lacomb, La., used a drum made from a tree

trunk.°

Whistles.—^A description of the cane whistles used by the Choctaw is

contained in the section on the ball game (pp. 129, 130). These were

blown by the medicine men on the night before that game, and during

* David Amab described the opening of his grandfather's "medicine bundle" at a feast to

secure success in hunting. "Amab helped his grandfather prepare the sticks which were
tapped together during the songs . . . Those made for the writer were about 9 inches

long, but it was not unusual for a hunter to use sticks that were longer. One stick was
designated as the 'beater,' and a song concerning this stick was recorded, with the sticks

tapped together as an accompaniment" (Densmore, 1932, p. 65).
^ "The only musical instrument known to the Choctaw of Bayou Lacomb is the drum

(the'ba) a good example of which is represented In plate 7. This is 30 inches in height

and 15 inches in diameter. It is made of a section of a black gum tree ; the cylinder wall

is less than 2 inches in thickness. The head consists of a piece of untanned goat skin. The
skin is stretched over the open end, while wet and pliable, and is passed around a hoop
made of hickory about half an inch thick. A similar hoop is placed above the first. To the

second hoop are attached four narrow strips of rawhide, each of which is fastened to a

peg passing diagonally through the wall of the drum. To tighten the head of the drum it

is necessary merely to drive the peg farther in. In this respect, as well as in general form,

the drum resembles a specimen from Virginia in the British Museum, as well as the drum
even now in use on the west coast of Africa. It is not possible to say whether this instru-

ment is a purely American form or whether it shows the influence of the Negro." (Bushnell,

1909, p.22.) This is similar to the "voodoo drum" of Haiti, a notable example of which is

in the United States National Museum. (Cf. Densmore, 1927, p. 57, pi. 23, c.)
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the game to bring success to certain groups of players. No other use

of the instrument was mentioned by the informants.

CERTAIN PECULIARITIES OF CHOCTAW SONGS

Period formation.—A definite form consisting of several periods,

recurring in regular order, was first noted by the writer when record-

ing songs of the Yuma Indians, in 1922 (Densmore, 1932). This

observation led, eventually, to the study of Choctaw songs in which

the same peculiarity was found. The periods, or sections, in these

songs are of relative lengths, the second period being much shorter

than the first, also higher in pitch and different in rhythm. The first

period is usually repeated, but the second is rarely repeated and is

followed by a recurrence of the first period, or by one or two other

periods. In transcription, these are indicated by the letters A, B, C,

and D.

The "period formation" was found, in a somewhat modified form,

in songs of the Tule Indians from San Bias, Panama, recorded in

Washington in 1924 (Densmore, 1926), and occurred with marked
frequency in the songs from Santo Domingo Pueblo, N. Mex. (Dens-

more, 1938) ,® and in the songs from Acoma, Isleta, and Cochiti Pueb-

los.'' No evidence of it was found in Nootka and Quileute songs

(Densmore, 1939), nor in songs recorded in British Columbia (An-

throp. Pap. No. 27) and in many tribes of Indians in the United

States. It was, however, found in a few of the oldest songs recorded

among the Seminole Indians in Florida.' Under these circumstances,

it seemed desirable to ascertain the distribution of the peculiarity

among Indians in the Gulf States. Such a survey was made possible

by a gi'ant from the National Research Council and the work began

in December 1932. The first tribe visited was the Alabama in Texas.

Sixty-two songs were recorded, but none contained this form. The
Chitimacha of Louisiana were selected as the next tribe for observation

(Densmore, 1943), but no songs remained in that tribe. The oldest

man related stories in which songs were formerly sung, but said that

he "never was a singer and did not learn the songs."

The Choctaw living near the Choctaw Indian Agency at Phila-

delphia were then visited and, as usual, the work was begun with

the oldest medicine man in the group. Sidney Wesley was asked

to record the oldest songs that he could remember, and the period

formation was heard in his first song (No. 61). He was encouraged

to remember other old songs and the period formation was heard in

the fourth, fifth, seventh, eighth, and eleventh songs that he recorded,

« Pages 51 and 52 state that, from the records, this '"appears to have been an early custom
in Mexico ... at the time of the Conquest."

^ Unpublished material, Bureau of American Ethnology.
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as well as in four subsequent recordings. Thus the period formation

occurred in 10 of the 25 songs recorded by the oldest Choctaw singer.

Next to Wesley in seniority was Robert Henry, who recorded 6 songs,

one of which contained the period formation. This did not occur in

27 dance songs recorded by Lysander Tubby and 2 songs recorded by

Olman Comby, both being younger singers who recorded only the

songs of various dances.

Two periods, designated as A and B, occur in Nos. 11, 12, 40, 41,

45, 46, 48, 49, 51, and 60, and three periods, designated as A, B, and

C, in Nos. 56 and 61.

Absence of instrumental accom/paniinent in certain songs.—This

custom was mentioned by informants and noted at the dance attended

at Pearl River. The dances without instrumental accompaniment,

according to informants, are the War, Tick, Drunken-man, Snake,

Steal-partner, and Stomp dances; the songs of the bullet game are

also without accompaniment. When listening to the songs at the

dance, an effort was made to explain the precision and rhythm with-

out accompaniment. The explanation was found in the maimer of

singing the songs, especially by the leader. The rhythm was empha-

sized vocally, and the structure of the melody contributed to the

effect. The former peculiarity was afterward heard in the unaccom-

panied singing of a chorus of Negroes. There was the same throb

of a fundamental tone, producing a rhythmic effect not unlike that

of an accompanying instrument. Mention may be made here of

another mannerism common to Choctaw and Negro singing. This

consists in the occasional use of the labial m^ produced with the lips

closed and continuing for the duration of a sixteenth to a dotted

quarter note. This was heard also in a few Seminole songs recorded

in Florida and in songs of a Makah medicine man, recorded at Neali

Bay, Wash., where a company of Spaniards lived for a short time.

The Makah singer said this visit of the Spaniards took place during

the life of his grandfather's grandfather. The use of the labial

may have occurred in the singing of men connected with this expe-

dition, and the Indians may have adopted it, thinking the peculiar

sound was connected with "medicine power." This would be in

accord with Indian custom. The labial is transcribed with five Makah

songs, all being connected with dreams and two being used in the

treatment of the sick (Densmore, 1939, pp. 149, 150. 177, 178). The

labial in Choctaw singing appears to be without significance, and

is not indicated in the transcriptions.

The melodic structure of the Choctaw dance songs is marked by

an unusual number of recurrent tones and intervals. The recurrent

tone is usually the lowest tone of the melody and its repetition gives

a rhythmic effect, like the stroke of a percussion instrument. In
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other songs, a recurring interval is followed by a short rest, giving

it prominence. This peculiarity cannot be shown in the transcrip-

tion, but was clearly heard in the repetitions of the songs, at the

dance at Pearl River. Examples of songs with recurring tones are

Nos. 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, and 17 in the Tick dance songs, No. 37 in the

Steal-partner dance songs, and Nos. 45 and 48 in the Stomp dance

songs. Examples of songs with recurrent descending intervals are

the Snake dance songs (Nos. 31, 32) and the Stomp dance songs No.

46 and Nos. 50 to 54. Thus the leader of the Choctaw singers had

a responsibility beyond the actual leading of the songs. He inter-

preted them by his rendition in such a manner that an accompanying

instrument was not necessary.

Striking sticks used as percussion accompaniment.—Indian singers

in other tribes have desired some form of percussion accompaniment

when recording their songs. The sound of an Indian drum does

not record clearly and various substitutes have been used, such as

pounding on a pasteboard box, the resultant sound having definite-

ness without resonance. A Makah singer preferred to pound on the

floor with a cane, this sound being clearly recorded. The Choctaw

singers did not care for any support to the voice and used the striking

sticks only in songs with which they would be used at public gather-

ings. An exception is the duplicate of the song for success at a

ball game (Duplicate of No. 6). This was the first song recorded by

Willis, who had not been questioned closely on tribal customs.

Lysander Tubby had been recording songs and the striking sticks

were in the room, so Willis used them with this first recording.

The striking sticks are described and their use by the Menominee
is mentioned on page 117. This form of accompaniment was used

with the Bear, Quail, Duck, Terrapin, Turkey, Chicken, and Pleasure

dances. (See table 12, p. 187.)

Different '''shouts'''' with each class of dance songs.—These vocaliza-

tions, somewhat resembling yells, were rhythmic and preceded and

followed the singing of the songs. The leader of the singers began

these and the others joined him. The tone was not a singing tone

and the shouts cannot be transcribed with any degree of accuracy in

musical notation. Two types of these shouts are shown as nearly as

is possible in notation, these being the shouts that preceded the Bear

dance (No. 42) and those that followed the recording of a Snake dance

song (No. 32). This custom has not been observed in northern tribes,

though various sorts of yells and vocalizations often precede or follow

Indian songs, or may occur during songs at a dance. It may be a

form of the "hollering," which is a custom in Negro singing and was

designated by that name among the Seminole of Florida.
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Swaying effect in melodies of Tnany dance songs.—The rhythmic

effect of a dance song is generally due to the spacing of accents and
the divisions of the counts, but in many Choctaw dance songs a sway-

ing, rhythmic effect is produced by an alternation of ascending and
descending, or descending and ascending intervals. This sequence is

repeated throughout the song, and the effect is increased by the repe-

titions of the song. Among the examples of this rhythmic effect are

Nos. 11, 13, 14, 16, 19, 23, 24, 31, 39, 40, 42, 43, and 51.

Indeterminate ending.—The renditions of 2 Choctaw dance songs

(Nos. 18 and 19) end on the tone above the keynote. This peculiarity

was observed first in a dance song of the Cocopa Indians, living near

the southern border of Arizona (Densmore, 1932, song No. Ill, p. 182).

It was observed next in 8 songs of the Nootka and Quileute in north-

western Washington,* and has been found in a few Seminole songs.

A tabulated analysis of 1,553 songs recorded among widely sepa-

rated tribes of Indians shows these 9 songs ending on the second,

1 ending on the sixth, 71 regarded as irregular (without apparent key-

note), and the remainder ending on a tone having a chord-relationship

to the keynote.

No explanation has been offered for the ending of songs on the tone

above the keynote in other tribes, but we note that the duration of

certain dances among the Choctaw was said to be the time of dancing

around the circle. This would terminate the song arbitrarily. An
Indian believed to have been a Choctaw said, "the singing can stop at

any time." In view of these circumstances, the ending of a rendition

on the tone above the keynote is regarded as an indeterminate ending.

It is as though the singer wished to indicate that the singing could

be continued through other renditions of the song.

A secand voice recorded.—At the suggestion of Lysander Tubby, a

second voice, or "part," was recorded with a few of his songs to show

the manner in which other voices join that of the leader. Gus Willis

was present and consented to sing this "second part," beginning after

Tubby and continuing in unison with him. The songs in which he

sang with Tubby are Nos. 17, 18, 19, 25, 26, 33, and 35. His voice

blended with Tubby's so completely that his entrance could not be

discerned on the phonograph record, but notes were made during the

performance, stating that Willis entered on the fourth measure in

No. 17 and at about the same point in the other songs. During the

performance of No. 33, Willis omitted certain single tones, Tubby's

voice being heard alone on those tones. Willis also sang the long

* Densmore, 1032, Tabulated analysis, p. 36. The Nootka songs with this ending are
Nos. 10, 19, and 20, songs of the potlatch ; Nos. 44 and 45, songs of the lightning dance with
the Klokali ; No. 103, a war song; and No. 172, a Clayoquot song to calm the waves of the
sea. The Quileute song Is No. 200, used in the treatment of the sick.

435660—43 9
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tones in this song with a vibrato. From this it appears that the second

voice may vary its performance without changing the melody.

Willis, as stated, has been a leader of the singers at dances and is con-

sidered an authority on the old musical customs.

WAR SONGS

The oldest song ® in the present collection is probably the war song

recorded by Sidney Wesley. In order to contact this interesting man,

the writer went to his house, but he was not at home. The house

was difficult to reach, and it was necessary to leave the car, walk

through a ravine, and climb a hill on the opposite side. His house

was closed, evidently having been unoccupied for some time. Return-

ing to the car, Olman Comby, the interpreter, looked up the valley,

and exclaimed, "There comes Wesley." A man was seen at a consider-

able distance, making his way among the bushes and carrying a pack

on his back and a large pail in one hand. As he came nearer, his

white hair could be seen, blown back from his face. When he was

within hailing distance, Comby called to him and, instead of going up

the hill to his house, he crossed the ravine to where we were standing.

Evidently he was disturbed about something, which he tried to explain

in broken English. This failing, he changed to his native language

and told the policeman that he had been trying to live with his

daughter but she "would not control her children nor let him reprove

them," so he was going back to live alone in his own little house.

After this had been duly discussed, the matter of recording old

songs was explained and he consented to sing, suggesting that the

recording be done at the home of Mary Hickman, an active old woman
living alone, near the Tucker Day School. An arrangement was made

with her and the work began on the following day. In plate 16,

figure 1, Wesley is seen approaching Mary Hickman's house, bringing

a pair of striking sticks, which he has made for use as an accompani-

ment to his songs.

Mary Hickman is familiar with all the old ways. Her house (pi.

16, fig. 2) has no windows and is warmed by a fireplace. The phono-

graph was placed on a bench just inside the door and she sat on the

porch with her sewing, where she could hear and see all that was

said or done, and occasionally she was consulted by Wesley or the

interpreter. The house was neat and quiet and the place, with its

surroundings of tall pines, was admirably adapted to the work. The

open door of tlie house is seen in the backgroimd of her portrait and

* These songs were recorded by Columbia gramophone with special recordei-s and a spe-

cially constructed horn. The speed of the apparatus when recording the songs and when
playing them for transcription was 160 revolutions per minute.
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that of Wesley (pi. 10, figs. 1 and 2). Thirty songs were recorded

by Wesley, 25 of which were transcribed. He selected the songs

himself and gave an agreeable variety, which included songs of games,

pastimes, and dances, as well as the war song which opens the series.

Sidney Wesley and IVIary Hickman danced in the war dances when
they were young. There were no wars at that time, but the war
dances were held and some of the old songs were sung on those

occasions.

Two records of the first song were made, one containing the words
''Hispanimi (Spanish) headman I am looking for," and the other sub-

stituting "Folance" (French) for the reference to the Spaniards.

Wesley did not know the meaning of either of these words, but sang

the song as he learned it. The song had two more "verses," each

containing the name of a different enemy. One verse mentioned a

tribe of Indians that was not identified. A portion of the native

name was said to mean horsefly, which was probably a term of

contempt. The underscored syllables in the transcription are prob-

ably parts of words whose meaning is lost. Both men and women
sang in the war dances, and the songs were without instrumental

accompaniment.

The contact of the Choctaw with the Spanish, as stated, began

about 1540. The French entered the region in the latter part of

the seventeenth century and the relations between the Choctaw and

the French were friendly until broken by English traders. The
eastern Choctaw villages formed an alliance with the English, and

war ensued between them and the Choctaw toward the west, who
still adhered to the French. From this data it appears that the song

originated with the Choctaw in Mississippi and that it is very old.
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No. 1. War Song

Recorded by Sidney Wbslet

[Bdll. 136

(Catalog No. 2208)

J: 63

^mP-m m m
riv^Mnrrrr^v iiii'rrrrifCrii

mH/i^JEUiiaEr;[/,7C/diii s
y^i|.pX/ L£J m

^H\\^UU,U-A\iUU, \
rK\^l

His- pa-ni-mi go yo ho 11

Analysis.^"—This melody is based on intervals, not on the relationship of

tones to a keynote. The principal interval is a whole tone, occurring chiefly

between A flat and B flat, next in frequency being the minor third between

B flat and D flat. The keynote is regarded as D flat, which occurs as next to

the highest tone, and the melody contains only this tone with its second and
fifth.

A group of four war songs was recorded by a man who learned

them from an older brother. It was said that the first song was
sung at the beginning of the preparations for war. No explanation

could be obtained beyond the purpose suggested by the title.

"These analyses are intended to call attention only to the principal peculiarities of the
songs. More detailed descriptive analyses, as well as tabulated analyses, have been sub-
mitted to the Bureau of American Ethnology. Small variations in repetitions of songs, if

unimportant, are not mentioned in these analyses. The Choctaw singers, like the singers
in other tribes, usually sing the major third, perfect fifth, and octave with good intonation,
whether as direct or indirect (broken) intervals, and usually maintain the pitch level of a
song throughout the renditions. The semitone is the most variable progression in Indian
songs.
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No. 2. "Begging for Gunpowder" Song

Recorded by Lysandeb Tubby

125

(Catalog No. 2366)

Analysis.—^A descending fourth followed by an ascending fourth characterizes

this song, which is minor in tonality, with the keynote occurring as the highest

tone of the compass.

In the next song a man expresses his willingness to go with the

war party and his confidence in his protective "medicine."

J=

No. 3. "I Am Going"

Recorded by Lysandeb Tubby

1

(Catalog No. 2367)

J = 60 , , ,

'h r
»f?

i^r If vFirffrKri i rrrr iitrr^i
m:rr(j\r yl^frc!^ rf irjrV^

Free translation

I am going. (Repeated many times.

)

My face is painted so they cannot see me.

Analysis.—This interesting melody is based on the minor triad and minor

seventh, with the tones occurring in descending order. Slight differences in the

repetitions are shown, these occurring in the middle of the song, where changes

most frequently occur in the melodic or rhythmic pattern of an Indian song.

The ti'anscription is a semitone lower than the pitch of the rendition. As in

similar instances, a. simpler signature is used when the pitch of the rendition

would require six sharps or flats.

Indians of all tribes ridiculed the men who would not go to war.

The next song concerns two men who are arranging to rim away
and evade their duty. One man was to go ahead and wait for the

other at an appointed place, after which they would proceed together.

The title was given by the singer.
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No. 4. "Slacker Song"

Recorded by Lysandek Tubby

lUULL. IHt!

(Catalog No. 2368)

J = 84

#¥rrT rf̂ \ r fl K -^M^ i
ryfT^r^im^mrytk^̂ ^tyi

y^iii'KHr cnUj^p m- » 9 ' M m ^

±±

Free translation

I will tell you how we are going.

When you get to that place you must wait for me.

•Analysis.—As in No. 2, the keynote occurs only as the highest tone in this

melody. The peculiar measure lengths were accurately repeated in all the

renditions, also the length of the rests. This transcription contains a plus

sign over several notes, showing the tone was slightly above the indicated

pitch. This occurs also in Nos. 5, 22, 23, 25, 28, 36, and 38, and is used only

when the deviation from pitch is persistent in all the renditions.
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The final song of the group celebrates a victory.

No. 5. Victory Song

J: 52

Recorded by Lysaitdeb Tubby

127

(Catalog No. 2369)

'hK'i ) r^

J: 52

^ ~ ritard

aaviXa'^it7r^i[_j£gj^^ i^rgj^

m"U:imu
Free translation

Where I went along they saw my tracks,

After I killed him they saw my tracks and cried.

My headman told men to kill him,

I killed him because my headman told me to,

I hid in the bushes after killing him, but they came near seeing me.

Analysis.—In contrast to the preceding war songs, the keynote of this melody
is the lowest tone and is strongly emphasized. This gives an effect of iwsitive-

ness that has been noted in songs of success in other tribes. A change to minor
tonality is indicated by an accidental rather than by a change of signature.

BALL GAME

The playing of the ball game by the Choctaw is a contest of magic
power as well as a contest of skill." Each group of players has its

own medicine men who perform various acts to bring success to

them and disaster to their opponents. These men are designated by
a word commonly translated "witches," but they will be referred

to as medicine men.

.
" "In general, in all Indian games, the arrow or the bow, or some derivative of them, is

found to be the predominant Implement, and the conceptions of the four world-quarters the
fundamental idea . . . Back of each game is found a ceremony in which the game was a
significant part. The ceremony has commonly disappeared ; the game survives as an
amusement, but often with traditions and observances which serve to connect it with its

original purpose. The ceremonies appear to have been to cure sickness, to cause fertiliza-

tion and reproduction of plants and animals, and, in the arid region, to produce rain
. . . These observations hold true both of the athletic games as well as of the games of
chance. The ball was a sacred object not to be touched with the hand, and has been
identified as symbolizing the earth, the sun, or the moon" (Culin in Handbook of American
Indians, 1907, vol. 1, p. 484).
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Two men were consulted on this subject. They are considered

authorities on the game and live in different localities. Robert Henry
lives at Bogue Chitto village and was consulted in his home (pi. 17,

fig. 1), and Gus Willis lives at Pearl River. Both men recorded

the song that is sung the night before a game, and a comparison of

the two renditions is presented with the analysis of the song on

page 131. Robert Henry also recorded the sounds of the whistles that

are played before and during a game (see p. 129; also Whistle Melody,

p. 130). The group at Henrj^'s house included Olman Comby, the

interpreter (center), Robert Henry (at his left), members of Henry's

family, and informants on the action of the ball game (pi. 17, fig. 2).

Five or six medicine men were attached to each team of players,

in former times, and each medicine man had two or three whistles, a

drum, and a wand with some small object at the tip. Robert Henry
remembered such a wand as having what looked like a red bird at

its end. Its use was not described. The whistles are still used and
are of different lengths, each having a different mark on one side.

Each player has his own rackets, which are "fixed up" by the med-

icine men to give success. In old days, the balls were made by the

medicine men. It was said, "Some could make a ball that was sure

to go straight," and a player would pay a medicine man to make
such a ball. This custom has passed away and at present a ball has

an ordinary rubber ball as its core. A pair of rackets and a ball

were transferred to the writer and are in the possession of the United

States National Museum. The ball is covered with a lattice of

narrow strips of buckskin. (Pis. 18, fig. 2; 21, fig. 1.)

Before a game the players lay their rackets on the ground and
one of their medicine men inspects them. Both Robert Henry and

Olman Comby saw this done by an old man named Silwis. A medi-

cine man may put "good medicine" on the rackets of his team of

players, and he watches for a chance to put "bad medicine" on the

rackets of the opponents, so their balls will "go crooked." A medi-

cine man attached to one side may go to the goal posts of the opponents

and "spoil their game," so it is part of the duty of the medicine men
to keep the opposing medicine men from coming near their goal

posts.

On the night before a ball game, the whistles are blown by the medi-

cine men, there is "talking" in which it is asserted that "You are going
to win the game," and the song for success is sung. The whistles are

blown during a game, and the medicine men beat on their drums, but

there is no singing while the game is in progress. The sound of the

whistles during a game was referred to as "the noise made by the

witches."

One of the medicine men gives the signal for beginning the game.
Each has a ball of a different color and one of them is appointed
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to give the signal, which he does by tossing up his ball. The players

hold a racket in each hand and are not allowed to touch the ball

with their hands. Bob Henry posed with the crossed rackets (pi.

19). Three young Choctaw posed a "scrimmage" in the game (pi.

18, fig. 3). The purpose, as in similar ball games, is to throw the

ball between the opponent's goal posts. ^- The details of the play and

its score are not of present interest. During a game, the medicine

men take turns in standing near the goal posts of their respective

teams, to prevent the approach of the opposing medicine men who,

it is believed, will cause disaster by means of evil magic.

#
» •

• V

J"
Figure 3.—Design on whistle.

The blowing of cane whistles by the medicine men before and during

a ball game has been mentioned. Robert Henry has three of these

whistles, which he is accustomed to use at the game, and he recorded

the sound of each, playing one after another in rapid succession.

Each whistle had its special marking. The first was 121/^ inches in

length and etched (burned) with the design shown in figure 3. The

''"The [racket] game may be divided Into two principal classes—first, those in which a

single racltet or bat is used ; second, those in which two racljeta are employed. The latter

Is peculiar to the southern tribes (Cherokee, Choctaw, Muskogee, Seminole), among whom
the single racket is not recorded . . . The goals were commonly two sets of posts or poles

erected at the extremities of the field, between which the ball had to be driven . . . Among
the Choctaw the goals were connected by a pole at the top." (Culin, 1907, pp. 562, 563.)

A variation of this game among the Choctaw of Louisiana was witnessed by Bushnell in

1909 and described by him. "No rackets were used, the ball being caught In the hands and
thrown or held while the player endeavored to reacli his opponent's goal." (Bushnell,

1909, p. 20.)
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second is shown in plate 20, figure 1, and is in the possession of the

United States National Museum. This and the third whistle were 11

inches in length. The third whistle was etched with Robert Henry's

personal mark (fig. 4). The performance on the second whistle was
transcribed, the others being studied and found to contain the same
melody. The pitch of the first whistle was a semitone lower than the

Figure 4.—Robert Henry's personal design on whistle.

transcription. The pitch of the third was a whole tone higher than

the transcription. The length of the whistle was the same, but the

fingerholes were spaced differently. As shown in the portrait of

Robert Henry blowing the whistle (pi. 20, fig. 2), the first finger of

each hand was placed over a sound hole, the middle finger of the

player's left hand being placed between the two sound holes.

Whistle Melody

Recorded by Robehjt Heney
(Catalog No. 2383)

The song that was sung the night before a ball game, to give success

to the players, was recorded by two men.
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No. 6. Song for Success in the Ball Game

Recorded by Eobekt Henry

Jr 84

131

(Catalog No. 2263)

. ^i ----' 1 ^--
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The events of the night before a ball game included dancing by

both men and women. This is described as follows by Catlin (1913,

vol. 2, pp. 142, 143) :

The ground having been all prepiired and preliminaries of the game all

settled, and the bettings all made, and goods all "staked," night came on

without the app(>arance of any players on the ground. But soon after dark,

a procession of liglited flambeaux was seen coming from each encampment,

to the ground where the players assembled around their respective byes; and

at the beat of the drums and chants of the women, each party of players

commenced the "ball-play dance." Each party danced for a quarter of an hour

around their respective byes, in their liall-play dress; rattling their ball sticks

together in the most violent manner, and all singing as loud as they could raise

their voices; whilst the women of tach party, who had their goods at stake,

formed into two rows on the line between the two parties of players, and

danced also, in a uniform step, and all their voices joined in chants to the

Gn^at Spirit- in which they were soliciting his favor in deciding the game to

their advantage; and also encouraging the players to exert every power they

possessed, in the struggle that was to ensue.

A group of Choctaw posed with u})lifted rackets as shown in the

drawing by Catlin (1913, vol. 2, pi. 224), but the action was not

explained at the time.

BULLET GAME

Many tribes of Indians have games in which an object is hidden

by one group of players, the opponents guessing where it is con-

cealed. In some tribes the object is hidden in a cane tube or wooden

container, but the more familiar form of the hidden-ball game is

that in which the object is hidden under a moccasin. Among the

Chippewa and Sionx this is called the moccasin game. Four moc-

casins are laid in a row on the ground and a bullet is placed under

each moccasin, one bullet being marked. The opponents guess the

location of the marked bullet (Densmore, 1929, pp. 114, 115). Ac-

cording to Culin, "the game was borrowed by the whites and played

by them under the name of 'bullet'" (Culin. 1907, p. 339). Among
the Choctaw this is called the bullet game and the manner of play

is similar to the Chippewa moccasin game except that folded hand-

kerchiefs are used instead of moccasins.

Four handkerchiefs of the sort commonly used were obtained and

Wesley folded them in the customary manner (pi. 21, fig. 2). The
shape is riot unlike that of a moccasin and they can be turned or

tossed aside easily by the man making the guess. This man holds

a long stick with which he turns one after another until he finds

the marked bidlet. It appears that only one bullet was formerly

used by the Choctaw. Wesley said "the old chief dreamed about

hiding a bullet under four handkerchiefs; afterward they painted

the bullets with different colors." After this had been done, the

game probably consisted in locating the bullet of a certain color.
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Twenty-four counters or score sticks are used. The manner of

keeping the score is apart from present consideration, but it is

possible to make four by a correct guess, that number of counters

being handed to the correct guesser by the man who hid the bullet.

When a correct guess has been made the singing stops. The words

of the next song were said to mean, "I will guess so well that I will

make four at once." Tliis is an assertion of success, but the

words of the song show us the defeated opponent, handing four

counters to the successful guesser. The songs of the bullet game

are without instrumental accompaniment. There seem to have been

few songs with this game, as both Wesley and Tubby said the song

they recorded was the only one used during a bullet game.

No. 7. Bullet Game Song (a)

Recorded by Sidney Wesley
(Catalog No. 2202)

J= 144

(1) (1)
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No. 8. Bullet Game Song (b)

Recorded by Gus Wuxis

[Bull. 1S6

(Catalog No. 2270)

J : 144

Irregular in tonality

I^ 3q?-4M-v \r=r=fr^

^m m ^d^^MM^M
The next song was intended to confuse the opponents, so they could

not guess correctly.

No. 9. Bullet Game Song (c)

Recorded by Lysandee Tubby
(Catalog No. 2371)

J.-= 63

r/¥tf2ii-T r r c^ T -if fw » 'eLJ c^j-

nh^ ff rj> ir n^ ^\r rr^^
Analysis.—The songs of a hidden ball game have been recorded in several tribes

and are characterized by a small compass, short phrases, and a style that is

somewhat exclamatory. The present melodies are examples of this style.

Tick Dance

It has been said concerning the Choctaw that, "What they lack

in ceremonialism they seem to have made up for in social leasts and
dances (Cusliman, 1899, p. 221)." The songs of thirteen dances were
recorded in coimection with the present work and no mention was
made of ceremonial action with any of them. This, however, was not

a subject of special inquiry.

Bushnell states,

The Clioctaw living at Bayou Lacomb have one dance ceremony, which is in

reality a series of seven distinct dances, performed in rotation and always
in the same order. [Bushnell, 1909, pp. 20-22, pis. 21, 22.]

These dances are Man dance, Tick dance, Drunken-man dance. Duck
dance, Dance Go-and-come, and Snake dance. The songs of the Tick,

Drunken-man, Duck, and Snake dances are presented in the order

assigned them by this authority. The songs of the three other dances

were not recorded, though it is possible that further inquiry might
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identify them with recorded songs. At a dance attended by the writer,

at Pearl River on the Choctaw reservation, the order of dances was

as follows—Tick dance. Steal-partner dance, Bear dance, and Snake

dance. These were followed by the Stomp dance, which was given

by request. The dancing was outdoors at night, by the light of a

fire at one side of the dance circle.

The leader of the singing may dance, if he is a young man, taking

his place at the head of the long line of dancers. If he is an older man
he "just sings," standing in the middle of the dance circle. The infor-

mation on the number of singers with all the dances is not entirely

clear, but it was said that the leader sings alone in the Quail and

Chicken dances, that only the men sing in the Stomp dance, and that

everyone sings in the Tick, Steal-partner, Snake, and War dances.

The leader begins the song, followed after a short phrase by the others,

the women singing an octave above the men. If striking sticks are

used, the leader is the only man who provides this accompaniment.

The dances with this accompaniment, as stated, are the Bear, Quail.

Duck, Terrapin, Turkey, Chicken, and Pleasure dances.

Tick Dance

Men, women, and children take part in this dance and all join

in the singing. Wesley said they form in a long line with the men in

advance and move slowly, the step consisting in advancing the left

foot, bringing the right foot to a position beside it and standing for

a moment on both feet before again going forward. To this descrip-

tion Bushnell adds a statement that

—

When they take the forward step they stamp with the right foot, as if

crushing ticks on the ground, at the same time looking down, supposedly at

the doomed insects."

This dance has many songs, all being sung without accompaniment.

" Busbnell, 1909, pp. 20-22. A song of the Tick dance is presented in musical notation

and the action of other dances is described.
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No. 10. Tick Dance Song (a)

Recorded by Sidnet Wesley

[Bdll. 136

(Catalog No. 2200)

1

^WIT^
a^=mHf^-gfffi^ii:i r [ricrpvr n^m

accelerando

^4 rr cnia rp.;t^:ffl^^r7irrrrr ii!j:Sga

Analysis.—The rhythm of this melody is strongly marked, this quality of the

melody taking the place of an instrumental accompaniment. The interest of the

rhythm centers in the slight variations of the rhythmic unit which produce

a swaying effect. The first and second occurrences of the unit begin with a
descending progression and the third and fourth occurrences begin with an
ascending progression, which produces an effect of swaying. The song has a
compass of five tones and contains only the tones of the minor triad and fourth.
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No. 11. Tick Dance Song (b)

Recorded by Sidney Wesley

A A

137

(Catalog No. 2201)

.v^rriiiirFrf ii;rnrrr i rrrirvir[TH

-ifc— l-g-g-^-SL- l*,-^l»»«^. IJ--,^ g—

1
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No. 12. Tick Dance Song (c)

Recorded by Sidnett Wesixt

(2)

FBULL. 136

(Catalog No. 2210)

'masn^m^nm
-W^-v^
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J = 132
(1)

No. 13. Tick Dance Song (d)

Recorded by Sidney Wesley

(1) (2)

(Catalog No. 2215)

(3)

r
(2) (3)

^^=f=tf^P^fH4f^ff
=
f

(3)^

(3) (2) (3)

Analysis.—The emphatic rhythm of this song, together with the rise and fall

of the melody, takes the place of an instrumental accompaniment. The song con

tains no change of measure length, thus maintaining a steady rhythm. Three

rhythmic units occur. The second and third units differ in only one tone, but this

difference was given with distinctness. The melody lies partly above and partly

below the keynote, and contains only the tones of the minor triad and fourth.

Another song of this dance, recorded by Wesley but not transcribed,

was difficult to translate. The interpreter first said the words meant,

''My friend, this song is going away mocking me," and added that the

second word was literally "people," but understood to mean "friend,"

also that the word translated "mocking" did not carry any unpleasant

meaning, but could also be translated "imitating." There was consid-

erable discussion and it developed that reference was being made to the

phonograph which would repeat the sound of Wesley's voice. The
final translation appeared to be addressed to the phonograph and was

as follows, "My friend, when you go away you will sing like I sing."

In another tribe a singer referred to the phonograph as a personality

saying, "How did it learn the song so quick? That is a hard song."

Lysander Tubby, who recorded many songs of this dance, said that,

at a dance, each song is sung three times, this series being called "once

through the song," after which another song is started. Tubby is

leader of the singers at Pearl River, where the writer witnessed this

dance. The leader started each song and after two or three measures

the men took up the melody, followed, after about the same time, by

the women singers.
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No. 14. Tick Dance Song (e)

Recorded by Lysander Tubby

[Bull. 130

(Catalog No. 2357)

Jr 80^ 'P-^

*^*

•Ah. ^r ^irrrrF'irrr p'^i^^fe^i'^fi^

W\. r CTP^ i rrrr ircTFtf i^'^ imT^
^''

i - c/cr r" t:1KPE^
•Ah.r c/r

I r

V''\ Lrzs^ ^»
prac » Ml #

Analysis.—This song has a compass of 11 tones, which is the largest in the

Choctaw songs. It is based chiefly on the major triad with an emphasis on E
in the lower octave.

No. 15. Tick Dance Song (f)

Recorded by Lysandeb Txjbby

(Catalog No. 2358)

J= 80

m m !»^^m^=^^m p

m ^^
SHtJ^f-^^fETT l ULZl

"sT

v'" r r i ^fC/^iP ^
i £r-[/Hir Cj- ie^pi

^
T

LT P^Fl LtfiLj i Lrr
ji g rp

Analysis.—Only the tones of a minor third and fourth occur in this song. The
general trend is a descending fourth followed by an ascending and descending

minor third. This transcription contains a minus sign over one note, showing

the tone was slightly below the indicated pitch in all the renditions. Other songs

containing this sign are Nos. 17, 36, and 38.
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No. 16. Tick Dance Song (g)

Recorded ]\v Lysanber TtreBT

J: 84
(1)

141

(Catalog No. 2370)

nyj cunuf rr' nji ' p iiar^^
(2)

-1 r

^S
1 r

(2)

rirr^'i^T\?,h g y ?t=atz::qc3ES 3^

APb''i> rf p'^i[j'^ i F_r(LfifLrp^ir ^ lEKqK

(1)

jgAa^mt^^^ffl'r ii is r p k c;r icrr^^
(2)

-^F'^ i iLrnrfTncrcT i

fTP^ i r'^i crr-i'

Analysis.—This melody is based on intervals, not on the relationship of tones

to a keynote. As in similar songs, the signature is used for convenience in show-
ing the pitch of the tones, not as an indication of key in the musician's use of

that term. Three descending fourths form the framework of the melody. In the

order of occurrence there are A flat-E flat, B flat-F, and E flat-B flat.

In this and the two songs next following a second singer joined, as

the dancers would join the leader in singing.

No. 17. Tick Dance Song (h)

,' (Catalog No. 2374)

Recorded by Lysander Tubby and Gus Wiujs

JrlOO
I 1

P I P f^
"r nr rr i i^r i^

^m f»-

k nr rr \J^i-Mf=\^E

^ i> [g ' ^ I

r*' Tt^
gir \Ii-r ifTJ^
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Analysis.—The keynote and fifth are the most prominent tones in this melody.

The tone transcribed as G sharp was clearly sung, also the augmented second

which follows. Gus Willis joined with Tubby in this song to show the manner

in which other singers join the leader. His voice entered on the fourth measure

and continued in unison with Tubby's. Other songs in which Willis joined are

Nos. 18, 19, 25, 26, 33, and 35. This "second part" is not indicated in the

transcriptions (cf. p. 121).

No. 18. Tick Dance Song (i)

(Catalog No. 2375)

Recorded bv Lysander Tubby and Gr? Win is

J z 80 (1) (1), (1)

yizMk£^ ^ pi-^1

(2)
r—

(1) (1)

2 ^' JKr -
t^-ff-^^m

/j\ I'ine

?V'i.i Ni Lri^g^^E^
(2)

m m-^M^^^j^Mrr^TT^WrTrri

-^^-f—

F

No. 19. Tick Dance Song (j)

(Catalog No. 2376)

Recorded by Lysanuesi Tubby and Gus Wnxis

Jr 63

„ fit
^ )

v^i'i.-i r/ Cf P 7 Uf r r r r iri r^ r r r^^
r 104

: 63 104

^^^^^^gff^£y^-^^^5a
J-. 63

Fine

^Ssi^
= 104 J_- 63 J.- 104 63

nyfeTFrrrirciTui qt ^ \\imp& S^
Fine

Analysis.—With the exception of one tone, each of these melodies lies within

the compass of a fifth and its principal tones are those of a major triad. A ma-

jority of the intervals are descending progressions, and the performance ended

on the tone above the keynote.

The next song was explained as follows : "In this song a man says he

has danced so much that he has lost his wife but he don't mind it."
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No. 20. Tick Dance Song (k)

Recorded by Olman Comby

J : 66

143

(Catalog No. 2352)

^m^^ri-^m^^mifrr^^hfrT^̂ i

mht^̂ ^^mu z^ winm^3z

^n cffflTT^^fygfea£ga^
nh J^J >iia^r i^^ir J^ ii ii ^ >>i'i i

Analysis.—This melody as recorded by Olman Comby is more melodious and

less rhythmic than the six preceding versions of the Tick dance song sung by

Lysander Tubby. Comby is an Indian policeman at the agency and expressed

familiarity with Choctaw customs in other localities. The tonality of this song

is major but the minor third below the keynote is a prominent interval. The

descent to this tone produces a minor triad with minor seventh, the tones being

in descending order. In structure the song may be said to consist of two over-

lapping triads, the upper being major and the lower being minor. The soug has

a compass of an octave and lies partly above and partly below the keynote.

Deunken-man Da_nck

No information was obtained concerning this dance among the

Choctaw. Several songs of a dance with the same name were recorded

among the Seminole in Florida and the Seminole informant said the

name did not give a correct impression. He said the dancers acted as

though they were happy and exuberant—so happy that they appeared

as though intoxicated, but that there was no idea of actual drunkenness

in the minds of the Indians." A song of this dance, in musical nota-

tion, is presented by Buslmell (1909, p. 21), who describes the dance as

follows

:

Two lines facing each other are formed by the dancers, who lock arms. The
lines slowly approach, then move backward, and then again approach. All

endeavor to keep step, and during the dance all sing.

An example of the songs is presented, following this description.

* Unpublished material, Bureau of American Ethnology.
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J = 112
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No. 21. Drunken-man Dance Song (a)

Recorded by Robert Henby

J: 100

[BCLL. 136

(Catalog No. 2355)

J : 115

')^H 'u \ irr\\''P\\' ii -ircrrrr iizrrrirr;
-100

Jrll!

^^1* cr> 11 1 rcr[gr i rrrHi r:ir[f irrr,#£PfFP|

No. 22. Drunken-man Dance Song (b)

Recorded by Lysandeb Tubby
(Catalog No. 2363)

r96
il) (1)

^ -^
1 r

(2) (1) (1)
1 1 1 1 1 :=:^
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No. 23. Drunken-man Dance Song (c)

Recorded by Ltsander Tubbt

Jr 100

(1) i?)

145

(Catalog No. 2364)

^fe (
» PP i p^ ii^rju-ir [JWtMlZM

(3) (1)

iyM77r ir7r"ir r ir rrfirr^S
(2)

m r3
|
j

i
? 7

I ;:- +

«te s^
(3)

m 1 r
(1)

ig=f=¥
(2)

1 r-_ +

yMf Qiiii p7|f^^[^*if^p

in
(3)

<» • i»

y¥ r./ci!r I r.ff ^
I r ^ i fLf^ i r «^

i
«i^

(2)
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No. 24. Drunken-man Dance Song (d)

Recorded by Ltsandeb Tubby

[Bull. 136

(Catalog No. 2365)

J=96
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No. 25. Drunken-man Dance Song (e)

147

(Catalog No. 2379)
Recorded by Ltsandeb Ttjbbt and Gus Willis

J= 96

as » Wrx. im-m m—

^

»'

J^r CJ I FJ* [^ rS

1 r^mqr rcncr^^ jg. i» p

gK"ii 1^
1

* ^ rrnt fcr i rrf^
m m ai u se ^-^^

f %v M r |W r fs>
(

• »
j p p p I p i^^p

"!*
1 1
* P ff I P I* P f* I P

"
P P 'il

"•^tf C/cfr 7 r QTrTT^tTfi^lf-tr

f^yi7Tnn7rTmzirfr.r i r rr i
r r^^
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No. 26. Drunken-man Dance Song (f)

(BDLt.. 130

(Catalog No. 2380)

Recorded by Ltsandeb Tubbt and Gus Wnxis

<2L F
ŵ ^̂ ^^̂ r^̂ ^ m̂^rr^^m rnp^ «

No. 27. Drunken-man Dance Song (g)

Recorded by Ltsandeb Tubbt
(Catalog No. 2381)

96

.^^jtiiiij^ rrr\rrr ll-irC/r n » • • il

.

^

^"ii" ii r;r p in r >
irfrifffTm^mr^^

Wtry^^itrgi^i^r i rr r i rrn^^^
I r

'^^
i
ii'ii r H^^ffWHWfllaiH4ff^^

No. 28. Drunken-man Dance Song (h)

Recorded by Ltsandeb Tubbt
(Catalog No. 2382)

Ir 60

^A^ r
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major or minor triad and the count divisions consist chiefly of quarter and

eighth notes. A nota legato occurs in Nos. 23 and 26, and a swaying effect

is given by the melody and rhythm of No. 26, a melody lying partly above and

partly below the keynote. The melodic material of No. 26 consists of a tone

(regarded as the keynote) with a minor third above and a whole tone below

that tone. In No. 27 the only tones are a keynote with its minor third and

fourth. The keynote in No. 28 is F, but the third above that tone does not

occur. This song contains a more varied rhythm than other songs of this

dance.

Duck Dance

The action of this dance appears to consist of two parts, each

imitating the ducks. The dancers are in couples, two men holding

hands and facing two women who also hold each other's hands. The
men raise their hands and the women stoop and pass underneath,

this being "like ducks going under water." The women are then

face-to-face with two other men who, in turn, raise their hands and

the women again "dive" underneath. It was also said that the

dancers slip their feet back and forth, at first slowly and then faster

until the motion is a "fast shuffle." The singer leads in the motion.

In songs of the Duck dance and the Quail dance the tempo was

gradually increased, to correspond with the motion that has been

described. This change is not shown in the transcription. The
songs of this dance were accompanied by the striking of sticks.

Wesley made these and brought them with him when coming to

record songs on the second day (cf. p. 122 and pi. 16, fig. 1).

In describing the Duck dance, Bushnell says (1909, p. 21) :

Partners are required in this dance also; they form two lines, facing. The
peculiar feature is that two partners pass under the arms of another couple,

as shown in plate 21. The dancers endeavor to imitate the motion of a duck

in walking, hence the name of the dance.
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J= 76
4B-
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No. 29. Duck Dance Song (a)

Recorded by Sidney Wesley

[Bull. 136

(Catalog No. 2203)

irrrwi^crrtfrrirfr ^ ^ ^

"^n
i^ li!

-

! nmi^^i r .^ ''i° rrir^
^^^^ij^e^via^git^a^-gtf^a

tj-rj^i Lr/rixj'Lr^/ii'' '^mQ:;^

Fine

Analysis.—The principal interval in this song is the major third from G to

B, followed by a descent to D in some measures and to E in others. Thus the

tonality seems to waver between major and minor. With a single exception

the rhythmic unit occurs on one series of tones, suggesting the repetition of

a single motion in the dance. The opening phrase is energetic, the rhythmic

unit is brisk, and the whole song is lively and interesting.
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No. 30. Duck Dance Song (b)

Recorder! by Gus Willis

Voice J = 132

Striking sticks J = 132

See rhythm of striking sticks below

151

(Catalog No. 22G9)

T r

^^Frf=---=«='^=-'^i-7-~--=-^-=]^^w-7rY-
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At first they move in sinuous curves, then in a wide circle that gradu-

ally narrows until the dancers are in a compact mass with the leader in

the middle. By a series of clever maneuvers, he then unfolds the line

of dancers until they are again in a long line. The latter part of this

performance differs from the description by Bushnell which repre-

sents the custom among the Choctaw at Bayou Lacomb, La.^^ The
songs among the Choctaw of Mississippi are without instrimiental

accompaniment. Snake dance songs recorded among the Seminole

were also without accompaniment.

No. 31. Snake Dance Song (a)

Recorded by Sidney Wesley

(1)

(Catalog No. 2204)

(1) ,

1

-1=66 ^ jilZ_
1
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No. 32. Snake Dance Song (b)

Recorded by Lysandee Tubby

J =63

153

(Catalog No. 2373)

(1)

niijA » ^rrr B LrQ. J
i i i^flrr a

(2)

'hvr r Q^ J^ V II ^ r F/ r-M.^^^

Fine 7 iirnes 5 times

Analysis.—These two songs (Nos, 31, 32), recorded by different singers, are

practically the same in the first portion but differ in the second portion which

was repeated an indefinite number of times in the dancing. The first song is

the more interesting and contains a change of tempo. The second song main-

tains the original tempo and was sung by the customary leader of the dance.

The original tempo and pitch are about the same in the two songs. As in many
other Choctaw songs, the framework is that of a triad with the third as the

highest tone.

The following dances are not mentioned by Bushnell. The Steal-

partner, Bear, and Stomp dances were witnessed by the writer.

Steax-pajstneb Dance

Men and women took part in this dance, and Wesley said "they

dance a long time with the first partner and then change to the

second." No further description was obtained. The songs are with-

out instrumental accompaniment.

485660—4a 11
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No. 33. Steal-partner Dance Song (a) !

(Catalog No. 2377)

Recorded by Lysandes Tubby and Gus Willis

J=80
.1» f»

(1)
r

^h^i' 'i c/ r p r ii[tWFfyjnn^m
(1)^ mT]^^M tes

(1) (1)

EP'^Hiir Lcri i^ ^i»-i»-i»' B^ j^ |y

»^

(2) J.- 63 2)

:80 ^(1)

Wnw-rrrrr i r i -Qprrrrrii^rp i r^^
(1) (1)

jn!4>n rr r rnjj rncrnnrrirr iiiirp iisr^irrn
Fine

(1)

^^^^^affT^irrri^^ftttrrgi^
Translation.—I am stealing from you. You are not trying to get it back.

Analysis.—A change of tonality from major to minor without a change of

keynote occurs in this song and is indicated in the transcription. The descend-
ing fourth is prominent throughout the melody.

J:92
(1)

No. 34. Steal-partner Dance Song (b)

Recorded by Lysandeb Tubby
(Catalog No. 2359)

•>*"';
i if rrir_r p

(2)

^^^^^^^^
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No. 35. Steal-partner Dance Song (c)

(Catalog No. 2378)

Recorded by Ltsandeb Tttbbt and Gus Wnxis

J= 80 ^
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No. 38. Steal-partner Dance Song (0

Recorded by Lysandeb Tubby

fBrLL. 1301

(Catalog No. 2362)'

(1)
1

—

m.

'-^^r.rcj' i r rr iiiur rr^r irir^'i i
(3) (1)

Fine

m mWWM
imrrPEr n rrg

(1)
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No. 39. Steal-partner Dance Song (g)

Recorded by Sidney Wesley

Part 1

(Catalog No. 2205)

J: 116
(1) (1)

mh'lr^^Iirjfrtfurr^ rlr^
I r

1 r

(1)

;£jitei^Egc£amnr^^iii FrPrfi^a
Part 2

J: 116

(2)

r T r
(2)

^nh I r cnnrn^?gqTif^-^iiii r
> ^r/ ii

(2)

'>¥rjrnrFm^vFr;iiar»^ aw
Analysis.—The two parts of this song were separated by a pause In the

recording. The first part is based on the fourth 5-toned scale and if the second

part were a tone higher, it would correspond to the upper portion of that series.

It is transcribed as sung, and we note that the second part is on a minor
third, suggesting the change from major to minor tonality that was noted in

earlier songs of this dance. The rhythmic units in the two parts are the same
length but differ in count divisions.

Beab Dance

This was said to be a "hard jumping dance." It could be held at

any time and the dancers were men and women, moving in couples

around the circle and preceded by a leader. The songs were accom-

panied by the striking sticks, carried by the leader who also led the

singing and the "yells," which were frequently given between rendi-

tions of the songs. "Wesley, who recorded the next song, said "when
the song goes up higher the dancers step harder and all holler.''^

He probably referred to the fourth and sixth long phrases in which

the tone D, as recorded, was shouted rather than sung. The pitch

of this tone can be indicated only approximately in notation.
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No. 40. Bear Dance Song (a)

Recorded by Sidney Wesley

[Bt LL. 136

(Catalog No. 2192)

Voice Jr 88

Striking sticks J: 88

Rhythm of striking sticks similar to No. 30

^m 0' » w^^ 0^—0 a^

^ m^ r m

Analysis.—An interesting change of rhythm occurs in this melody. The
divisions of the five counts beginning with the last count in the third measure
are the same as in the two preceding measures, but a change of accent produces

a different rhythm. A whole tone comprises one-half the progressions, next in

frequency being a minor third. This melody contains the period formation, but

the form is not so clear as in the song next following.

No. 41. Bear Dance Song (b)

Recorded by Robebt Henby
(Catalog No. 2264)

Jr84
A

v'itiiii-j r:rrp]irrrf?ffff^Tm-^rf^^p
B -(•-•.
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Analysis.—A minor triad forms the framework of period A in this melody.

Period B opens with an ascent to the seventh, the melody then descending on

the tones of a minor triad and minor seventh, a sequence of tones characterizing

primitive music. Period B is in double time in its first occurrence and in triple

time in its second occurrence. The melody tones are those of the second

5-toned scale.

The man who recorded the next two songs was formerly a leader

in the Bear dance. He said that, in the dance, they sang the first

of these songs twice, then changed the step, and sang the second

song twice, and then repeated the first song.

No. 42. Bear Dance Song (c)

Recorded by Gus Wnxis

Voice J = 88
I

Striking sticks Jr 88

Rhythm of striking sticks similar to No. 30

(Catalog No. 2267)

f^'itp •,

\
U^

h^-^/^if^T P Vm*

^ ! r^/^icjp •> ic/gf^

r^v i cj^
•• ^0 WM

M£j^
ii:

mS fJ I IwJ liiJ -

Trng
T #^^1
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No. 43. Bear Dance Song (d)

Recorded by Gus Whjjs

Vdice Jr 88

Striking sticks J: 88

Rhythm of striking sticks similar to No. 30

[Bull. 136'

(Catalog No. 2268)

mi^m^m^^m
m^J^^rM

Analysis.—The short rhythmic unit in the first of these songs is extended iu

the second. A major triad forms the framework of the first song and the middle

phrase of the second, followed by a distinct change of rhythm and a descent

to E, introducing a minor triad and minor seventh with the tones in descending

order. The "shouts" with the two songs were different, those which preceded

and followed the first song being shown as nearly as possible in the transcrip-

tion. The second song is in the same tempo as the first. The "shouts" were

different and are not indicated. The melody tones of both songs are those of

the fourth 5-toned scale and the number of progressions is the same in both

songs, comprising 12 descending and 9 ascending intervals. Variety is given

to the rhythm of the striking sticks by a change to 2 eighth-note beats on the

last coimt of each triple measure.

Stomp Dance

This is not one of the dances that are given in prescribed order.

On the occasion of the writer's visit, the Stomp dance was given by

request, following the other dances. Men and women stood in a

circle, facing the center. They were not in couples but in any de-

sired order, and all joined in the songs. The leader of the singing

was an old man, who stood in the middle of the circle. As stated,

the leader of the singing need not take part in the dancing, though

a young man usually leads the line of dancers and sings. The mo-
tion of the dance consisted in jumping with both feet at once, the

circle of dancers moving in a contraclockwise direction. No instru-

mental accompaniment was used with these songs.

A general characteristic of the 12 Stomp dance songs under analy-

sis is their rhythmic structure. Five of these songs contain three

rhythmic units, 3 have 2 rhythmic units, 3 have 1 rhythmic unit,

and 1 song contains no unit in its first rendition and 2 rhythmic
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units in its repetition by the same singer. A period formation occurs

in 6 of these songs (Nos. 45, 46, 48, 49, and 51). The first 8 songs

were recorded by Sidney Wesley and their complicated rhj^tlims were

sung with remarkable clearness. The remaining four songs were

recorded each by a different singer and are less elaborate than the

songs recorded by Wesley. A variation or change in the Stomp dance

is the Backward-and-forward dance (cf. No. 56, p. 171).

No. 44. Stomp Dance Song (a)

Recorded by Sidney Wesley
(Catalog N«. 2194)

(2) (2)

^m i
-1 r

mmmr 0»^ • •>•<>
u\\iLi[:im ^^

(1) (3)
I

—

W'^K,=it&^rrrrifffm^iriTfrfl^ m
(1) (2)

-\ I

—

p^',k ^L£frr£ff^ C„£jTr. |li

-1 r
(3)

^MTit rrrrriii rrmr.iH\i rrirr^f iP^i^a
Analysis.—This melody contains only the tones B flat and D flat except the

occurrence of E flat in three measures. The three rhythmic units are in triple

time and change to double time, but the coimt divisions in each are different.

Ascending and descending intervals are equal in number, each consisting of

12 minor thirds and 3 fourths.
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No. 45. Stomp Dance Song (b)

Recorded by Sidney Wesley

[Bull. 136

(Catalog No. 2195)

Analysis.—A period formation characterizes this song, the second period

being short and higher in pitch than the remainder of the melody. The most
prominent interval is the whole tone between F sharp and G sharp. Except

for one ascending fourth, the intervals consist of whole tones and minor thirds.
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No. 46. Stomp Dance Song (c)

Recorded by Sidney Wesley

163

(Catalog No. 2196)

Analysis.—In period formation this resembles the song next preceding. The
highest tone occurs in the second period, as in a majority of songs with this

form. In approaching this high tone, the singer overreached the interval and
sang D sharp instead of D. The next note was B, after which he gradually

lowered the pitch level until the final tone of the measure was A, as transcribed.

This change in pitch level was clearly unintentional and is not shown in the

transcription. The second period resembles the third rhythmic unit, but the

change in the rhythm of the first count gives emphasis to the phrase.
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No. 47. Stomp Dance Song (d)

Recorded by Stoney Weslet

(1)

rBnt.r,. 13R

(Catalog No. 2197)

^^1^^m ^ #-r
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No. 48. Stomp Dance Song (e)

Recorded by Sidney Wesley

165

(Catalog No. 2198)

J:72
A
(1)
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No. 49. Stomp Dance Song (0

Recorded by Sidney Wesley

tBULL. 136

(Catalog No. 2199)

J = 138

A
r

-m-i:hrHtm^.\\'i^Jr^ri-m^

^kM^rrnh^"^\^K'^rf.h^irp\rm

-m^rrrr n rrtriEgj^rrrCJis^ft

I 'hH tT ^^^rh^- V
li^'crrrr nd&k

Analysis.—This lively soug contains only the tones of a major triad and

second. The characteristic interval is a fourth, vphich comprises almost half

the progressions. This occurs generally as a descending followed by an

ascending interval.
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No. 50. Stomp Dance Song (g)

Recorded by Sidnett Wesley

(1)

J = 116

(1)^ ^

167

(Catalog No. 2211)

^feg^ I ^ Sf^f I
\msat

(1) (2)

S ^ S^ ^ (2)

1 G

S
(1) (1)

^^Si4H?^ py|Ur
I

^==j^

(3)

^^ 1 r

(1) (I)

arr^trrir^

(3)

g
(32

FmT ^ M ^

Analysis.—Three rhythmic units occur in this song, the second measure being

the same in all. There is no change of measure lengths, which is unusual in

Indian songs. The tones are those of the fourth 5-toned scale and the melody

is framed chiefly on the descending fourths O-G, and B flat-F, the former

being a broken and the latter a direct progression. The descending intervals

are more than double the ascending intervals in number.
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No. 51. Stomp Dance Song (h)

Recorded by Sidney Wksi.ey

First rendition

[BCLL. 136

(Catalog No. 2216)

v^^ &aiiMM y r ess—Ir^ ^*'
I

'* CULa V 11 **

^rjTrr:ii^rrn ir;crri^.^^r/̂

'f-\
i frrmfE/ i

ia^^irfPHtrO'^ m
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Analysis.—Two renditions of this song, by the same singer, are presented

for comparison. It will be noted that the principal phrase is the same in each.

This occurs first in the third measure of the first rendition and appears through-

out both performances. The first rendition is characterized by a period forma-

tion that does not appear in the second. The rhythmic unit of this performance

is interrupted by the vigorous phrase designated as period B. The melody

tones of both renditions are those of the fourth 5-toned scale and the song

progresses chiefly by whole tones and minor thirds.

No. 52. Stomp Dance Song (i)

Recorded by Gus Wirxis

First rendition

(Catalog No. 2271)

Jz 66
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No. 53. Stomp Dance Song (j)

Recorded by Ltbander Tubby

[Bull. 136

(Catalog No. 2372)

*lrl08

^^m ^ ^
^>#frff s

ff ,tt

m ^
s Ff ir'FTLt^'^igffirr i rrir'pi^f^

j= 76
108^ 1^-0 0-0-

0-0-0 agpf^ )»-)»-(» mt^
7'Hard

J = 76 J; 108

mffr r irrrcnR r^rpv ir.: rmrrirnr^
No. 54. Stomp Dance Song (k)

Recorded by Robebt Henby
(Catalog No. 2354)

= 63

^h\t r ^JL^f i
L/g

' >
0..
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No. 55. Stomp Dance Song (1)

Recorded by Olman Combt
(Catalog No. 2353)

(1) (2) (1)

S^ m-^j0.^Mnrrzrr^'^iElT^m'jii

Analysis.—These songs (Nos. 53-55) are minor in tonality. The keynote is

the lowest tone in each, and the principal progression is between this tone and

its third. Nos. 54 and 55 contain the tones of the complete triad. The rhythm
of these songs is simple, and the rhythmic nnits in Nos. 54 and 55 contain only

one measure. When transcribing No. 53, a sharp sound was heard on the

record. This was identified as the barliing of Tubby's dog, which was allowed

in the room while he recorded his songs.

An additional Stomp dance song recorded by Willis was not transcribed. This

melody consists entirely of ascending and descending fourths, repeated rhythmi-

cally and forming a brief melodic phrase.

According to Wesley, the Backward-and-forward dance was a

"variation or change in the Stomp dance."

No. 56. Backward-and-forward Dance Song
(Catalog No. 2206)

J: 120
A
(1)

Recorded by Sidnett Wesi-ey

ill

^^ 1^—t^^m g
1 r

ilL

3z:i

1)

B
(2) (22_

H^^te^f^ m m-M
fe

WiiI'CJ'F'v

C
01 (3)

rvicrrnrrr^
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Analysis.—Three periods comprise this melody, each having its own rhythmic

imit. The second period begins on a higher tone, but the remainder of the melody

contains only the tones A and B.

Teebapin, QuArr., Tckkey, Chicken, and Pleasure Dances

The five dances next following may be held at any time. The dancers

are in couples, a man and a woman dancing together. They move four

times around the circle, moving in a contraclockwise direction, singing

one song. After circling four tunes, they begin another song. The

leader of the singing is usually the leader of the dancers, taking his

place at the head of the line. However, if he is an old man he is

excused from leading the dancers and stands within the circle, singing

and beating the striking sticks together to mark the time. The origin

of these dances was not ascertained.

j = 132

No. 57. Terrapin Dance Song (a)

Recorded by Sidney Wesley
(Catalog No. 2207)

^^^kjwn^̂M \^J ,niUULM

'-^
ii^; \ )n \i^^^^m^t=^^m^^

ig!yOT ^'tf^i[rriU^-n^Hi

ritard

Analysis.—This melody consists of four repetitions of the rhythmic unit. In

three of its occurrences it is preceded by an unaccented tone and in the first

by an accented half note. The tone material is that of the fourth 5-toned scale

and about half the progressions are whole tones. An increase in tempo, customary
in the dance, is shown in the transcription.
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No. 58. Terrapin Dance Song (b)

Recorded by Robert Henry

Voice J: 72 .

Striking sticks J r 72

See rhythm of striking sticks below

173

(Catalog No. 2356)

m\> : r/ err/i^ii^^/M^-a^^^^ Fine ^

FPbHHp^T^r i gr/r H-^f/tir*^^-'"
Rhythm of striking sticks

ppp
Analysis.—The descent of an octave in the first and second measures of this

song is interesting and unusual. A long descent occurs four times in the song,

each descent being in two measures. The rhythmic unit is modified in the closing

measures of the melody.

A characteristic of the Quail and Duck dances (Nos. 29, 30) is a

gradual increase in time, possibly associated with the motion of the

birds. The leader sang alone in this dance, and the songs were accom-

panied by the striking sticks.

No. 59. Quail Dance Song

Recorded by Sidney Henry
(Catalog No. 22«5)

J=76
(1) (1)

^m 1 r

J- P HI^
Mi.^ ^ dnm r cr \Lrt^

#—•-i»
i iLj y

^^M
(2) (2)

a- m m.

^^IP^^TJ-.I!S
(2)
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Analysis.—The principal interval in this song is a major third (A-C sharp),

which is followed in the second measure by a descent to F sharp, forming a minor

triad, and in the fourth measure by a descent to E, completing a major triad.

This form continues throughout the song and has been noted in numerous other

Choctaw songs. Two rhythmic units occur, and the melody progresses by 18

ascending and 19 descending intervals. The tempo increased from =76 to

«! =92 in the repetitions of the song.

The step of the Turkey dance consists of a hop with both feet

together, iBrst one foot and then the other being placed fonvard.

The song of this dance has words, but their meaning is not known

at the present time. It is undoubtedlj'^ an old song.

No. 60. Turkey Dance Song

Recorded by Sidney Wesley
(Catalog No. 2209)

Voice J : 72

striking sticks J -. 72

See rhythm of striking sticks below

A
(1) (1)(1) (1) (2)

I r;

(2)

^^i rJ mtr' c y \i
« \^ 1» F \ ^Pm ^¥

(1)

^rt ^
(1)

\:)^^^h\ ^^^H^^^ *• *

(2)

(tL ^m

(1)

^^m. a !*
rT»"-ft-374

-

Rhythm of striking sticks

J J JJj j

m s^
Analysis.—This melody is an interesting example of period formation, the

second period being short, higher in pit^h than the first and different -in
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rhythm. A recurrence of the first period closes the song. Two rhythmic units

occur, neither being in the second period. The first unit is based on a minor
third and the second on the interval of a fourth, these units occurring chiefly

in descending progression. Fourths and whole tones are equal in number, which
is unusual in Indian songs. A swaying motion, with ascending and descending
intervals in rapid succession, characterizes this and has been noted in other
Choctaw dance songs.

The Chicken dance is usually the last dance at a gathering, and the

dancers do not join in the songs, the leader singing alone.

No. 61. Chicken Dance Song

Recorded by Sidney Wesley

Voice J: 63 .

Striking sticks Jr63
Rhythm of striking sticks similar to No. 60
Irregular in tonality

A

(Catalog No. 2193)

^^mm^wm^\i nrr/CTHi

Analysis.—This was the first song recorded by Sidney Wesley. After he had
recorded a second song, he expressed dissatisfaction with his first performance,

saying he had not recorded the entire song and asking that another record be

made. This was done, and the transcription is from his second recording of

the song. On comparing the two performances, it was found that the first did

not contain the third period. This, together with the intricate rhythm of the

song, is an evidence of musical ability on the part of the singer. An entire

change of rhythm occurs in the second period which is made emphatic by an
accent on a sixteenth note. Four rhythmic units are shown in the transcription.

The fourth unit begins with an unaccented tone, the next measure comprising
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the latter portion of the third rhythmic unit. About half the intervals are

whole tones, and the fourths and major thirds are equal in number.

In the Pleasure dance the men are in one row and the women in

another row, facing them. They move their hands up and down, as

though shaking corn in a basket, all moving their hands together.

The word yoha means "shift," and the men said, "yoha," the women
responding "ha." The syllables transcribed with the song are prob-

ably adaptations of these words.

No. 62. Pleasure Dance Song

Recorded by Sidney Weslly

Voice Jr 69

Striking sticks Jr 69

Rhythm of striking sticks similar to No. 30

(Catalog No. 'J21-i)

^t.''^ ll-r~PF~F"
jJE^t^

Yo - bi - hi - ya yo - M^ - hi -ya j'o - M - hi -ya

^fei^^^'FvlLpg m a ^^
ya-be-hi-ya yo-bi-hi-ya yo-bi-hi-ya ya-be-hi-ya

Analysis.—The opening phrases of this song contain two descending fourths

followed by two ascending fourths. In the fourth and fifth measures are found

three consecutive ascending fourths with a slight prolonging of the highest

tone. The tempo of the striliing sticks was not maintained steadily, sometimes

being slightly faster than the tempo of the voice.

HUNTING SONG

The blowgun was formerly the weapon used by the Choctaw in

hunting small animals and birds. Kobert Henry demonstrated the

use of this weapon w^hen the writer visited his home. He knelt on

one knee, threw back his head, held the blowgun high in the air, and
shot the dart a long distance.^' A blowgun and two darts from the

Choctaw of Louisiana, is in the possession of the United States

National Museum. The darts are wrapped with ravelled cloth at

the base and are 18 inches in length. The blowgun shows "long use

and wear," and is 87^ inches long.

" "The primitive blowgun was used until recently In hunting squirrels, rabbits, and
various birds. Only one specimen was found at Bayou Lacomb ; this was said to have been
made some 10 years ago. . . . The blowgun ... is about 7 feet in length ; it is made of a
single piece of cane . . . formed into a tube by perforation of the joints, which was given
a smooth bore of uniform diameter throughout. The darts . . . are made of either small,

slender canes or pieces of hard yellow pine, sharijened at one end ; they are from 15 to 18
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A very old hunting song was recorded by both Lysander Tubby
and Robert Henry. The words of the two renditions were the same
except that Henry omitted the second line. His rendition was trans-

cribed and studied, but lacks the clearness of Tubby's, which is

presented. Henry's was a simpler version of the melody, and it will

be recalled that his version of the song for success in the ball game
was simpler than that of Willis (cf. No. 6).

No. 63. Hunting Song

Recorded by Lysandeb Tubby
(Catalog No. 22T2)

(I)

JrlOO <2) rr^ frttTTT-aw —I—Mi—I— u^nuMEf£Ea
F^l-^ m m m \ »

ft m.

tQ:
J.r84

|2(1) (2) —1

^^'^

P P | p p_a

Translation

Go and grind some corn, we will go camping,
Go and sew, we will go camping,
I passed on and you were sitting there crying.

You were lazy and your hoe is rnsty.

Inches in length. The lower end is wrapped for a distance of 4 or 5 inches with a narrow
band of cloth having a frayed edge, or a piece of soft tanned skin is used. The effect of

tills band is to expand and fill the hore of the gun, a result that could not possibly be secured
by the use of feathers, as in the case of ordinary arrows" (Bushnell, 1909, p. 18).
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Analysis.—The entire performauce of this song was transcribed and occupied

2 minutes. In tonality tlie song is minor, the tones being those of the second

5-toned scale. A slight change in tempo occurred, the change being gradual,

and the original tempo resumed after a few measures. This change took place

in each rendition. Phrases in the latter portion of the song were sometimes

sung in a slightly faster tempo, but the change was not clear enough to be

indicated in the transcription. Probably these changes in tempo were con-

nected with the words of the song.

SONGS CONNECTED WITH PASTIMES

A pastime entitled "Rabbit in the Garden" was accompanied by

a song of the same name. In describing the occasion for singing this

song, Wesley said the women held hands forming a circle. This

represented a garden and the women Avere the fence around it. In

the middle of the circle were a boy and girl, representing rabbits,

who tried to get out, but were prevented by the women. The words

are evidently sung by rote as the terms "ladies' chain" and "putting

in the garden" are used without meaning and the word "chain" was

pronounced "chan." The word was identified by the interpreter.

This is evidently the song of an old folk-play, learned by the

Indians from white settlers and handed down for several genera-

tions. A song, entitled "Eabbit in the Hollow," with a description

of the action, is found in a book of folk games and dances (Hofer,

1907, p. 23). The words are in German and are translated "rabbit in

the hollow sits and sleeps." The meter of these words is exactly the

same as the meter of "rabbit in the garden, can't come out" except

that, in one instance, two eighth notes take the place of one quarter

note. There is a resemblance in the meter of the remainder of the

song.

An inquiry was made of Dr. John K. Swanton as to whether the

Choctaw were ever in contact with German settlers, and he replied

as follows

:

Colonies of Germans were planted here and there in various parts of the

South, Germany being then a people but not a nation, but I recall none in or

near the Choctaw country. There was one such colony, Les Allemands, on the

lower Mississippi, and a colony of Salzburgers from the Palatinate about
Ebenezer Creek on Savannah River. ... It occurs to me that there may be
some connection between this song and the story of how Brer Rabbit deceived

the little girl and got out of the garden. This is widely spread in the South
and was used by Joel Chandler Harris.
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No. 64. "Rabbit in the Garden"

Recorded by Sidnet Wesley

179

(Catalog No. 2212)

0^ some la-dies chain rab-bit, put-ting luthegar-deUjCatft come out.

P#H r pyur r ilT Lr I
^sj. tm"

some la-dies chaiu, .2 £. ^ 2. some la-dies

^M p m fB m
f-f^iU TTF:t:

chain, rabbit put-tiug in thegar-den,canH come out O^somela-dies chaiu

C rab-bit. some la -dies chain, rab-bit

^tfrt^^j^^T IC^ py-M m14 \»

put-ting In thegar- den, can't come out. some la-dles chain,

^ m m. mzMLm *>—Jitt

i ip p

_0 some la-dies chain, rab-bit put-ting in the gar-den ,can't come out.

^M[!f up''\rrpyUiS C,^^
-4

_0 .some la-dies chain, 0^ _0 some la-dies chain rab-bit,

lALsZzih^^^^^^^̂ ^m
gar-den, gar-den can't come out I bet you fivedoI-Iars,caift come out.

Worda as recorded ty the singer.—O some ladles' chain, Rabbit putting in the garden, can't

come out. I bet you five dollars can't come out.

Analysis.—This melody is short and its repetitions are transcribed because of

the interest in the words. The structure is clear and comprises five phrases
with practically the same rhythm. There is a peculiar quaUty in the rhythm
that would make possible the continuance of the song for a long time. The
tones are those of the fourth 5-toned scale, the entire melody lying above
the keynote.

A familiar scene of the hunt is dramatized in the second pastime.

Only two players take part, one representing a dog and the other
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a raccoon. The dog chases the raccoon, which runs among the spec-

tators, followed by the dog until it escapes. Meaningless syllables

interspersed with a few words were sung with the melody, as shown
in the transcription, and the words "Look out, dog, coon's gone"

were spoken after the rendition of the song. These words were
followed by a repetition of the song.

No. 65. A Dog Chases a Raccoon

Recorded by Sidney Wesley
(Catalog No. 2213)

J.- 88
I I r ' "

'

I

Shoo da did -die urn a shoo da did- die um a

^^ ntj-r i i^»£JLllc-^ l

shoo da dee you ma you coon shoo da dkl-dle um a

1

shoo da did-dle um a shoo da dee you you got be-hind her

{Spoken)

Look out dog, coon's gone Shoo da djj-dle um a^

shoo da did-dle um a_ shoo da d^ you ma you coon.

Analysis.—The structure of this melody is freely melodic. The song is based
on consecutive descending fourths, tliese being C-G and B flat-F. A minor
third occurs in the fourth measure and a minor triad in the measure before
the spoken words. These progressions suggest G as the keynote of the song.

A slow rhythmic unit and a steady rhythm characterize the song which contains
no suggestion of a chase. Instead it seems to reflect the mood of an observer,

as indicated by the words. The song contains 10 ascending and 9 descending
intervals.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN THE ANALYSES OF CHOCTAW SONGS AND
THE ANALYSES OF SONGS RECORDED IN CERTAIN OTHER TRIBES "

In previous books of this series, the songs of each tribe have

been compared with tlie total number of songs recorded and analyzed

in other tribes. This method is discontinued, and the present com-

parison is based on observation of the preceding work, attention

being directed to resemblances or differences that are important to

an understanding of Indian music. The purpose of these and pre-

vious comparisons is to determine the characteristics that are gen-

eral and those that are peculiar to tribes and regions. When the

latter are determined, it is often possible to trace the peculiarities

to influences in or near the region. Certain bases of analysis

have been discontinued when the results were practically the same

in all the tribes under analysis, others have been discontinued for

other reasons. Only 12 tables of analysis are here presented, al-

though 22 tables were used in Teton Sioux Music, published in 1918.

These are believed to include the most important melodic and rhyth-

mic characteristics of the songs.

Table 1. Tonality.—The Choctaw songs contain 51 percent with

major tonality, this being approximately the average in all the songs

under analysis. The Menominee songs contained 66 percent and the

Sioux contained only 39 percent that were major in tonality, while

the cumulative analysis of 1,553 songs" contained 53 percent with

this tonality.

Table 2. First note of song; its relation to keynote.—Tribes differ

widely in this respect. The Choctaw group contains 47 percent be-

ginning on the keynote, while the cumulative series contains only 13

percent with this beginning. In the Menominee songs only 5 per-

cent begin on the keynote while 30 percent begin on the fifth above

the keynote.

Table 3. Last not£. of song; its relation to keynote.—A feeling for

the keynote is evident in this as in the preceding table, 59 percent

of the Choctaw songs ending on the keynote. There is an interest-

ing uniformity in this ending, the Sioux, Papago, Menominee, and

Yuman and Yaqui groups each having 54 percent ending on the

keynote. Tribes that differ widely are the Pawnee, with 72 percent,

and the Mandan and Hidatsa, with 37 percent, ending on the keynote.

"Chippewa, Sioux, Mandan, Hidatsa, Northern Ute, Pawnee, Papago, Yuman. Yaqui,
Menominee, Nootka, and Quileute, and several Pueblo groups, these being analyzed in tables.
The songs of the Cheyenne, Arapaho, Alabama, Tule of Panama, Winnebago Indians of
Santo Domingo, N. Mex., and Indians of British Columbia were not analyzed in tables.

"Cf. Densmore. 1939, pp. 35-41. Songs are classified according to the tribe recording
them. Songs of another tribe are occasionally recorded, this being mentioned in the text,

t*it not considered in the tabul.ated analyses.
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Tahle k. Last note of song; its relation to compass of song.—The

final note is the lowest in 47 percent of the Choctaw songs. In the

cumulative group 68 percent, and in the Chippewa songs 88 percent

end on the lowest tone of the compass. In songs having the final

tone immediately preceded by a lower tone the most frequent ap-

proach is by means of an ascending minor third, 12 percent of the

Choctaw and 5 percent in the cumulative group having this approach

to the final tone.

Table 5. Nurnber of tones coTnprised in compass of song.—The
Choctaw songs are characterized by a small compass, only 19 percent

having a compass of 8 or more tones. About 68 percent of the songs

in the cumulative analysis have this compass. The Nootka and

Quileute have only about 22 percent while the Pawnee have 72 percent

and the Sioux songs have 94 percent with a compass of 8 or more

tones. The Ute, Chippewa, and Mandan and Hidatsa, have respec-

tively 89, 88, and 87 percent, and the Papago, Menominee, Yuman,
and Yaqui a slightly smaller percentage of songs with this compass.

Table 6. Tone mateHal.—This is an interesting test of Indian

songs but far from conclusive. It is necessary to use the terminology

of a system that is familiar to us but foreign to the Indians. Meas-

ured by this standard, we note that 29 percent of the Choctaw songs

are on the "major and minor pentatonic scales" -" and 21 percent

lack only one tone of being based on these scales. Only four of the

65 Choctaw songs contain all the tones of the diatonic octave. In

the cumulative analyses, 28 percent are on the second and fourth

5-toned scales.

Tahle 7. First progression., downward and upward.—In the Choc-
taw songs 57 percent begin with a downward progression. The total

number of intervals in the cumulative series of 1,553 songs shows the

downward trend of Indian melodies, 60 percent of the progressions

being downward, yet the percentage of songs beginning with a down-
ward progression, in this cumulative series, is only 41 percent. In the

Nootka and Quileute songs only 41 percent begin with a downward
progression, while 70 percent of the Chippewa and 71 percent of the

Pawnee songs have this opening interval. Fifty-one percent of the

Mandan and Hidatsa songs being with a descending interval, the per-

centages in the Papago, Yuman and Yaqui, Menominee, and Sioux be-

ing, respectively 61, 62, 63, and 69 percent.

Table 8. Part of measure on which song begins.—^A direct attack

is shown by the fact that 88 percent of the Choctaw songs begin on the

accented count of the measure. Only 55 percent in the cumulative

group have this beginning. In the various tribes the average is about

» See footnote p. 1S6, after table 6.
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60 percent, though the Yuman and Yaqui have only 49 percent of the

songs beginning on an accented tone.

2'ahle 9. Rhythm {meter) of first Tneousure.—Double time is pre-

ferred by the Choctaw for the beginning of their songs, 83 percent hav-

ing the first measure in 2-4 time. This would be expected, as a major-

ity of recorded Choctaw songs are dance melodies. In other tribes the

songs are more varied, an attempt being made to have about the same

proportion of each class of songs in a tribe. The percentages of songs

beginning in 2-4 time are remarkably uniform. This percentage is

50 in the Chippewa, 54 in the Sioux and Papago, 55 and 57 in the Man-
dan, Hidatsa, Yuman, and Yaqui, 62 in the Pawnee, 64 in the Ute and

Menominee, and 66 in the Nootka and Quileute. The percentage in the

cumulative series is 60 percent.

Table 10. Change of time {ineasure lengths) .—In the Choctaw songs

62 percent contain a change of time. This is the smallest per-

centage in the songs under analysis and we note again that a majority

of the recorded Choctaw songs are connected with dances. Next are

the Pawnee, and Yuman and Yaqui, 74 percent of the songs in each of

these groups containing a change of time. The Sioux and Papago
groups contain the highest percentages of songs with a change of time,

these being respectively 92 and 91 percent. This shows a change of

measure lengths, as indicated by accented tones, to be a prevailing

characteristic of Indian songs.

Table 11. Rhythmic unit of song.—The rhythmic character of the

recorded Choctaw songs is indicated by the presence of one or more
rhythmic units in 88 percent of the songs. The next percentage is in

the Menominee group with 87 percent having a rhythmic unit. The
least rhythmic songs are found among the Nootka and Quileute, only

55 percent of these songs containing a rhythmic unit. The Pawnee
group contains 84 percent and certain other groups contain 68, 70, and

76 percent of songs with rhythmic units. A large majority of these

songs contain only one rhythmic unit, but others have two, three, four,

or five rhythmic units.

Table 12. Rhythm {meter) of striking sticks used as an accompani-

ment to songs.—A limited number of Choctaw songs were recorded

with the accompaniment of striking sticks, four rhythms being noted.

The accompaniment was continuous, not interspersed with rests as in

the Yuman and Yaqui songs (cf. Densmore, 1932, p. 208). In a com-

pilation of 366 Chippewa and Sioux songs, 40 percent contained a

drumbeat in unaccented eighth notes and 34 percent contained a drum-

beat in quarter-note values, each beat preceded by an unaccented beat

corresponding approximately to the third count of a triplet (cf.

Densmore, 1918, p. 36). The latter occurs with 6 percent of the

Choctaw songs.
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Intervals of frogression in Indian songs.—In tribes analyzed prior

to and including the Yuman and Yaqui, a tabulation was made of the

intervals in ascending and descending progression. The intervals in

36 Choctaw songs were tabulated as a test of that tribe. The total

number of intervals in these songs is 1,474, of which 855 (59 percent)

are descending and 619 (41 percent) are ascending progressions. This

shows that the general trend of the Choctaw melodies is downward, as

in other Indian songs. The largest group of intervals consists of

612 whole tones and 430 minor thirds, showing the general melodic

structure to be similar to that of the other tribes under analysis.

MELODIC AND RHYTHMIC ANALYSIS OF SONGS BY SERIAL NUMBERS

MELODIC ANALYSIS

Table 1.

—

Tonality

Classification of sou;.'
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Table 3.

—

Last note of song; its relation to keynote

185

CIa.ssific:»tion of song Serin! uunihi>r of sync
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Table 6.

—

Tone material

[Bull. 136

Tonality of song

Second 5-toned scale >

Fourth 5-toned scale

Major triad and one other tone.

Minor triad and one other tone.

Octave complete

Other combinations of tones

—

Total.

Serial number of song

7,17,20,30,39.43,51,63....

23,24,29,41,50,53,55,57,59,60,64

18,22,31,49... -

9,10,13,15,34,36,37,38,62,54 -

32,33,46,48

1,2,3,4,5,6, 8, 11, 12, 14, 16, 19, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28, 35, 40,

42, 44, 45, 47, 56, 68, 61, 62, 65.

Num-
ber
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Table 9.

—

Rhythm (meter) of first measure

187

Rhythm first measure
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*i ^ »

1. Maggie Billies Bead Collar.

2. Maggie Billies Fancy Comb.
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1. MAN'S Head Band OF PIERCED SILVER.

2. MAN'S Bead Collar.
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^>*^

1 . Sidney Wesley Approaching Through the Woods

Z. Mary Hickmans House. Where Songs Were hecorded.
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1. Robert Henrys House. Where Songs Were recorded.

2. GROUP AT Robert Henrys House When Songs Were Recorded.
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1. MAN'S BEAD NECKLACE. 2. Racket used in Ball Game.

3. Scrimmage in ball Game
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^

Bob Henry Holding Rackets in Position for Play.
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H

1 . Ball used in Ball Game

atfMW

2. Four Handkerchiefs Folded for use in Bullet Game.


